
 
 

32mm 

1. Undo bolt until necessary clearance achieved and swing out of the
way (complete with bearing assembly).

2. Lift upper jaw.
3. Position tool centrally over the crimp ring.
4. Close the jaws and swing the bolt/bearing assembly into place.
5. Tighten bolt until both jaws lightly grip the crimp ring and check the

tool is still centrally positioned and completely covers the crimp ring.
6. Tighten up the bolt using a 19mm A/F spanner/wrench to

approximately 30NM.
7. Continue tightening until both jaws meet in the area adjacent to the

crimp in order to form a full circle or until max torque of 45Nm is
achieved.

8. Undo bolt until necessary clearance achieved and swing out of the
way (complete with bearing assembly) and remove the crimp tool.

9. Note Do not attempt to re-crimp once the tool has been removed.
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Note 
The life cycle of this product is dependant upon its use and storage. The product 
must be protected from adverse effects of loading and storage. 2Q�QR�DFFRXQW�� should 
the product be tampered with or modified in any way.  

To ensure correct installation using this tool it is essential that the personnel carrying out 
the installation have the correct training and skills. 

The product should be handled and stored in such a way as to always protect it from 
becoming damaged either mechanically or by chemical/substance corrosion. 

During use all applicable health and safety requirements should be observed. 
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16mm, 20mm & 25mm 
1. When crimping either 16mm, 20mm or 25mm size the

appropriate shells must be fitted.
2. On the lower half body fit the shell with the tang adjacent to

the tang on the body and the step correctly located.

3. On the upper half body fit the shell with the slot adjacent to the
slot in the body as shown and the step correctly located

4. Ensure the tool closes correctly before continuing. If the shells
are incorrectly located the tool will not close.

5. Proceed with the crimping operation as detailed for the 32mm
size.

Spares List 
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Threaded Pivot 
500/ZS/010 

Bolt/Bearing 
Assembly 
500/ZV-009 

Body Assembly 
500/ZJ-030 

16mm Shells 
500/ZJ-035 
20mm Shells 
500/ZJ-031 
25mm Shells 
500/ZJ-032 
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